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Abstract We propose and numerically realize an optical spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) scheme

by using a single vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL). In the scheme, the VCSEL is subjected to

an orthogonally-polarized continuous-wave optical injection (OPCWOI) and dual-polarized pulsed optical

injections (DPPOI). Based on the widely used spin-flip model, the response spiking dynamics of VCSEL is

numerically studied, and then the optical STDP in a single VCSEL is explored. The roles of bias current, the

strength of OPCWOI and DPPOI, and the frequency detuning on the optical STDP curve are numerically

analyzed. It is found that, by simultaneously utilizing the response spiking dynamics in two orthogonal

polarization modes, an optical STDP could be achieved by using a single VCSEL. Furthermore, the weight

update of STDP curve can be calculated in real-time. Additionally, the STDP curves can also be controlled by

adjusting some controllable parameters. The real-time optical STDP based on a single VCSEL is numerically

realized for the first time, which paves the way towards fully VCSELs-based photonic neuromorphic systems

with low power consumption.
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1 Introduction

The emerging ultra-fast neuromorphic computing system based on optical platform has attracted more

and more attentions in recent years [1–9] (see [1] for a review), as it outperforms the conventional von

Neumann approach for some special tasks, such as decision making and pattern recognition. Tremendous

efforts have been directed toward the designing of photonic neurons that are the essential constituents

and prerequisites for implementing ultrafast neuromorphic photonic computing systems [10–32].

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have become promising candidates for photonic spik-

ing neurons owing to the advantages of low manufacturing cost, low power consumption, easy implemen-

tation of large-scale integration, and rich polarization dynamics [10, 13, 18, 21–23,27–30,33]. It has been

demonstrated both numerically and experimentally that, the VCSEL with a single-polarized pulsed opti-

cal injection (SPPOI) may exhibit neuron-like excitatory spiking dynamics [10,13,18,21–23]. In addition,
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the generation as well as the propagation of inhibitory spiking dynamics have also been demonstrated in

VCSELs [21,29,30]. Moreover, when a VCSEL is subjected to an orthogonally-polarized continuous-wave

optical injection (OPCWOI) as well as a SPPOI, it has been numerically predicted that the unwanted

relaxation oscillation after the excitatory spiking dynamics could be suppressed, which is helpful for the

successful propagation of the neuron-like spiking dynamics [27]. The previous studies mainly involved

the spiking dynamics of VCSEL when it is subjected to a single perturbation. Interestingly, it is found

that shorter polarization switching time could be achieved by using a VCSEL which is subjected to dual

polarized pulsed optical injections (DPPOI) [34]. However, the spiking response dynamics in a VCSEL

that is subjected to multiple perturbations remains largely unexplored, especially when the stimuli pulses

are close in time.

Concurrently, there are a variety of reports on the photonic devices and systems enabling the imple-

mentation of the spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP), which is a prevalent protocol for synaptic

weight update in spiking neural network [35–42]. For instance, Fok et al. [37] demonstrated an optical

STDP circuit by simultaneously using a commercially available semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)

as well as an electro-absorption modulator. In their proposed scheme, the synaptic weight update could

be immediately determined once a time difference is given. That is to say, the optical STDP is real-

ized in real-time by two key devices. Besides, a real-time optical STDP has also been experimentally

demonstrated by simultaneously using two twin SOAs [39]. In addition, there is a report on realization

of optical STDP in a single SOA [40, 41]. However, to obtain the STDP curve with both positive and

negative synaptic weight update amounts, a reference output power of SOA extracted from a given time

difference is required to calculate the weight update for each time difference. As a result, the optical

STDP could not be realized in real-time by using a single key device. In our previous study, we numeri-

cally predicted that the vertical-cavity semiconductor optical amplifier (VCSOA) could provide a feasible

solution for optical STDP with much lower bias current and optical input power compared with the

conventional SOA-based schemes [42]. Nonetheless, the synaptic weight update amount is determined

after recording all the output powers of VCSOA for each time difference within the learning window

and by utilizing the maximum power as a reference value. In other words, the optical STDP could not

be realized in real-time in a single VCSOA. To date, the real-time optical STDP achieved in a single

device still remains a challenge, which is highly desirable for the on-line learning in the future ultrafast

neuromorphic photonic computing systems.

In this study, we propose to implement a real-time optical STDP in a single VCSEL by introducing

both OPCWOI and DPPOI. Hence, a versatile photonic spiking neural network consisting of polarization

switching VCSELs, which guarantee both the generation of spiking dynamics as well as the implemen-

tation of optical STDP, can be expected. The reminder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the theoretical model of a VCSEL that is subjected to OPCWOI and DPPOI. In Section 3,

the response spiking dynamics of a VCSEL and the real-time optical STDP implemented in the VCSEL

are carefully studied. The effects of the bias current, the strength of OPCWOI and DPPOI, and the

frequency detuning on the optical STDP properties are examined. At last, we present the conclusion in

Section 4.

2 Theory and model

A schematic diagram for the proposed optical STDP circuit based on a single VCSEL is illustrated in

Figure 1. In this scheme, Ecwx represents the OPCWOI, whose strength can be adjusted by a variable

optical attenuator (VOA). Here, the OPCWOI is introduced to induce a normal polarization switching

effect, and thus, to trigger the spiking dynamics based on the transition between two injection-locked

states [27]. The pre- and post-synaptic spikes, which are fired by two photonic spiking neurons in a

possible photonic neural network, are represented by Einjx and Einjy. Here, the stimulus pulse Einjx

is injected into x-polarization (XP) mode of VCSEL, while the stimulus pulse Einjy is injected into

the y-polarization (YP) mode. The variable-optical delay line (VODL) is employed to adjust the time
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Figure 1 (Color online) A schematic illustration of real-time optical STDP based on a single VCSEL with DPPOI and

OPCWOI. Ecwx represents OPCWOI; Einjx and Einjy denote the stimuli pulses; VOA is variable optical attenuator;

OC means optical coupler; VODL represents variable optical delay line; PBC (PBS) denotes polarization beam combiner

(splitter).

difference between Einjx and Einjy. The OPCWOI and DPPOI are injected into the VCSEL through a

polarization beam combiner (PBC) and an optical circulator. Finally, the two orthogonal polarization

modes separated by a polarization beam splitter (PBS) are both utilized to calculate the weight update

amount at each time difference for the real-time optical STDP. The spin-flip model (SFM) has been widely

employed to numerically investigate the polarization dynamical properties of a VCSEL. It includes the

rate equations for amplitude of XP (YP) mode Ex (Ey), total carrier inversion N , and difference between

carrier inversions with opposite spins n. To incorporate both the OPCWOI and DPPOI, the modified

rate equations are described as follows [27, 34, 43–50]:

dEx(t)

dt
=k(1 + iα)[(N − 1)Ex + inEy]− (γa + iγp)Ex + kcwxEcwxe

i∆cwxt

+ kinjx(t)e
i∆xt +

√

βspγN
2

[
√

(N + n)ξ+(t) +
√

(N − n)ξ−(t)],

(1)

dEy(t)

dt
=k(1 + iα)[(N − 1)Ey + inEx]− (γa + iγp)Ey + kinjx(t)e

i∆xt

+ i

√

βspγN
2

[
√

(N − n)ξ−(t)−
√

(N + n)ξ+(t)],

(2)

dN

dt
= γN [µ−N(1 + |Ex|

2
+ |Ey|

2
) + in(ExE

∗
y − EyE

∗
x)], (3)

dn

dt
= −γsn− γN [n(|Ex|

2
+ |Ey|

2
) + iN(EyE

∗
x − ExE

∗
y)]. (4)

In these equations, the internal parameters of VCSEL include the field decay rate k, the linear dichroism

(birefringence) γa (γp), the spin-flip rate γs, the decay rate of N represented by γN , and the linewidth

enhancement factor denoted by α. µ represents the normalized bias current (µ = 1 means threshold

current), and is an important external controllable parameter. The OPCWOI is determined by the

amplitude Ecwx and angular frequency difference ∆ωcwx. The DPPOI is represented by amplitudes

Einjx(t) and Einjy(t), as well as angular frequency differences ∆ωx and ∆ωy. Here, the stimulus pulse

(perturbation) is simply used by a Gaussian pulse whose full-width at half-maximum is 20 ps. We define

the timing of peak location of two stimuli Gaussian pulses as tx and ty for Einjx and Einjy, respectively.

The time difference between two stimuli pulses is defined as ∆t = tx − ty. kinjx and kinjy stand for the

stimuli strength of DPPOI. For simplicity, we assume kcwx = kinjx, ∆ωcwx = ∆ωx. We introduce angular
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frequency differences as ∆ωx = ωinjx − ω0, ∆ωy = ωinjy − ω0, where ω0 = (ωx + ωy)/2 is the center

frequency of two orthogonal polarization modes, and ωx = ω0 + αγa − γp, ωy = ω0 + γp − αγa. The

frequency detuning between two stimuli pulses, i.e., Einjx and Einjy, is defined as ∆finjyx = finjy − finjx.

∆fx = finjx−fx represents the frequency difference between Einjx and the XP mode. In this way, one can

get ∆ωx = 2π∆fx+αγa−γp and ∆ωy = 2π[∆finjx+∆fx+(αγa−γp)/π]+γp−αγa. The last terms in (1)

and (2) stand for spontaneous emission noise, where βsp represents the noise strength, ξ+(t) and ξ−(t) are

complex Gaussian noise. The mean value of the Gaussian noise is zero, and the time correlation satisfies

〈ξi(t)ξ
∗
j (t̀)〉 = 2δijδ(t− t̀). The above rate equations are numerically solved with typical parameters of an

850 nm VCSEL [27]: α = 3, k = 300 ns−1, γa = 0.5 ns−1, γN = 1 ns−1, γp = 30 ns−1, γs = 50 ns−1 and

βsp = 10−4. For a solitary VCSEL, the YP mode is the only lasing mode for µ 6 1.4 while both XP and

YP modes coexist for µ > 1.4. The following parameters are fixed at µ = 1.5, kinjx = kinjy = 100 ns−1,

∆fx = −5 GHz, ∆finjyx = 0 GHz, ∆t = 0.5 ns, unless otherwise stated.

3 Numerical results and discussion

We firstly discuss the response spiking dynamics of a single VCSEL subject to OPCWOI and DPPOI.

Then, we explore the realization of optical STDP based on the response spiking dynamics in two polar-

ization modes of a single VCSEL. Furthermore, the effects of the strength of OPCWOI, bias current of

VCSEL, stimuli strength of DPPOI, as well as two defined frequency detuning, i.e., ∆fx and ∆finjyx, on

the real-time optical STDP properties are numerically examined.

3.1 Response spiking dynamics of VCSEL subject to OPCWOI and DPPOI

At first, we consider the response spiking dynamics in XP and YP modes under different conditions to

determine the diversity operating regimes. The intensities are calculated by Ix,y(t) = |Ex,y(t)|
2
. The

input stimuli pulses are presented in Figures 2(a) and (f). As shown in Figure 2(b), the solitary VCSEL

is operated in the YP mode. If a short stimulus pulse Einjy shown in Figure 2(a) is introduced, as

presented in Figure 2(c), an output spike is generated, and unwanted relaxation oscillations are observed

after the termination of the stimulus pulse. When the Ecwx is introduced, we obtain Iy > Ix as observed

in Figure 2(d). This can be attributed to the polarization switching induced by the injection-locking

effect [27]. If both Einjy and Ecwx are injected into the VCSEL, it can be observed from Figure 2(e),

within the duration of the stimulus pulse, an output spike can also be triggered. Moreover, there is no

relaxation oscillation after the spike, which is attributed to the transition between two different injection-

locked states [27]. On the other hand, when Einjx and Einjy presented in Figure 2(f) corresponding to

two stimuli pulses close in time are applied to the VCSEL, as can be seen from Figures 2(g)–(j), the

VCSEL exhibits response spiking dynamics that is closely related to Ecws. For Ecws = 0, unwanted

relaxation oscillations are observed after the termination of the two stimuli pulses. Interestingly, for the

case of Ecws 6= 0, the maximum values of generated spikes also vary with Ecws. For convenience, they are

denoted as Ixm and Iym. As can be clearly seen from Figures 2(h)–(j), when Ecws = 0.65, Ixm < Iym,

when Ecws = 0.5, Ixm ≈ Iym, while for Ecws = 0.8, Ixm > Iym.

Next, we focus on the case for which the DPPOI and OPCWOI are all injected into the VCSEL.

The values of Ixm and Iym as functions of Ecws are presented in Figure 3. For clarity, we denote the

critical value of Ecws corresponding to Ixm ≈ Iym as the PS point. It can be seen that, when the Ecws

is smaller than the PS point, we obtain Ixm < Iym. But for Ecws that is greater than the PS point,

we get Ixm > Iym. Namely, the spike generated in the XP mode is larger. Besides, the value of Ecws

corresponding to the PS point is smaller for a larger ∆finjyx. More precisely, these PS points locate

at Ecws = 1, Ecws = 0.6, Ecws = 0.45, and Ecws = 0.35, for ∆finjyx = −5 GHz, ∆finjyx = 0 GHz,

∆finjyx = 5 GHz, and ∆finjyx = 10 GHz, respectively.

In order to identify the PS points, the two-dimensional maps of Ixm and Iym are further presented in

Figure 4 for different combinations of µ and Ecws. The values of the intensity difference Ixm − Iym are

also provided. The dashed line corresponding to Ixm − Iym = 0 is presented to highlight the PS points.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Stimuli pulses ((a), (f)) and the responses ((b)–(e), (g)–(j)) of VCSEL under different conditions,

(b) Ecwx = 0, kinjx = kinjy = 0, (c) Ecwx = 0, kinjx = 0, kinjy = 100 ns−1, (d) Ecwx = 0.65, kinjx = kinjy = 0, (e) Ecwx =

0.65, kinjx = 0, kinjy = 100 ns−1, (g) Ecwx = 0, kinjx = kinjy = 100 ns−1, (h) Ecwx = 0.65, kinjx = kinjy = 100 ns−1,

(i) Ecwx = 0.5, kinjx = kinjy = 100 ns−1, (j) Ecwx = 0.8, kinjx = kinjy = 100 ns−1.
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∆finjyx = 0 GHz, (c) ∆finjyx = 5 GHz, (d) ∆finjyx = 10 GHz.

It can be seen that, the Ecws corresponding to the PS point is larger for a higher µ. Besides, for different

values of ∆finjyx, the overall trends are similar. It can also be found that, for a given µ, the PS points
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Figure 5 (Color online) Two-dimensional maps of Ixm − Iym for different combinations of kinjx and Ecwx. (a)–(c) ∆fx

= −5 GHz, (d)–(f) ∆finjyx = 0 GHz, (a) ∆finjyx = 0 GHz, (b) ∆finjyx = 5 GHz, (c) ∆finjyx = 10 GHz, (d) ∆fx = 0 GHz,

(e) ∆fx = 5 GHz, (f) ∆fx = 10 GHz.

for the case of ∆finjyx = 5 GHz are smaller than those for ∆finjyx = 0 GHz, which verifies the results

shown in Figure 3.

Additionally, Figure 5 displays the maps of Ixm − Iym in the two-dimensional space of kinjx and Ecwx

for six different combinations of ∆fx and ∆finjyx. Here, we consider kinjx = kinjy. Obviously, the PS

point locates at a lower Ecws for a larger kinjx. Besides, for a given kinjx, a larger ∆finjyx leads to a

smaller Ecwx corresponding to the PS point, while a larger ∆fx leads to a higher Ecwx corresponding to

the PS point. For instance, for kinjx = 100 ns−1, the PS points are Ecwx = 0.7, Ecwx = 0.75, Ecwx = 0.8

for ∆fx = 0 GHz, ∆fx = 5 GHz, and ∆fx = 10 GHz, respectively.
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3.2 Optical STDP based on a single VCSEL subject to OPCWOI and DPPOI

Subsequently, we set Ecwx to be close to the PS point, and consider the two stimuli pulses with different

∆t to explore the feasibility of realizing a real-time optical STDP based on the response spiking dynamics

in a single VCSEL.

To numerically calculate the optical STDP curve, we fix ty = 10 ns, and vary tx in the range from

9.2 ns to 10.3 ns [42]. The response spiking dynamics of the VCSEL for different ∆t are presented in

Figures 6(a) and (b). The values of Ixm and Iym as functions of ∆t are also presented in Figure 6(c).

Obviously, when ∆t < 0, i.e., tx < ty = 10 ns, the value of Ixm keeps around a constant value that

is close to the maximum, as this output spike is triggered by the preceding stimulus pulse [42]. While

Iym decreases with the increase of ∆t, as the carriers consumed by the preceding stimulus pulse are not

completely recovered in a short time period. With the further increase of ∆t, as can be clearly seen in

Figure 6(c), Ixm decreases sharply to the minimum, and meanwhile, Iym increases substantially to the

maximum when ∆t is near to 0. When ∆t > 0, i.e., tx > ty, Iym is almost constant around the maximum,

while Ixm increases with the further increase of ∆t until it reaches the maximum owing to the carriers

recovery.

With the help of the varying spike amplitudes relationship for different ∆t as shown in Figures 6(a)

and (b), the synaptic weight update can be simply calculated as

∆ω(∆t) = Iym(∆t)− Ixm(∆t). (5)

The values of calculated ∆ω are presented in Figure 6(d). Obviously, the STDP curve is obtained.

The learning window is about 600 ps, which is determined by the carrier recovery time of the VCSEL.

Interestingly, the calculated real-time STDP curve is similar to the measured data in the biological

experiments, but the learning speed is much faster [35,36]. Besides, this calculated real-time STDP curve

also agrees well with that obtained by the optical STDP implemented with the conventional SOAs [37–

41]. Furthermore, as two polarization modes exhibit spiking dynamics, no additional reference signal is

required to calculate ∆ω, the optical STDP is realized in real-time in a single VCSEL.

The STDP curves for different µ and kinjx are presented in Figure 7. Here, the value of Ecwx is set

to the PS point according to the results in Figures 4 and 5. The values of Ecwx are 0.6, 0.65, 0.75 for
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µ = 1.2, 1.5, 2, and are 0.65, 0.55, 0.5 for kinjx = 100, 150, 200 ns−1, respectively. It can be observed that,

for a larger µ, the height of STDP window is larger whereas the width is smaller, which is similar to the

experimental findings based on SOAs [39,41]. On the other hand, a larger kinjx leads to a higher height.

But the width of the STDP window is not sensitive to kinjx.

Subsequently, the STDP curves for different frequency detuning are depicted in Figure 8. The values

of Ecwx are set as 0.7, 0.75 and 0.8 for ∆fx = 0, 5, 10 GHz, respectively, and are set as 0.6, 0.45 and 0.35

for ∆finjyx = 0, 5, 10 GHz, respectively. It can be seen that, the STDP curve can be obtained for all the

considered cases of frequency detuning, which is highly desirable for practical application.

At last, we further take into account the VCSEL when it is not operated near the PS point. The

parameters are fixed at ∆finjyx = 5 GHz, ∆fx = −5 GHz, kinjx = kinjy = 100 ns−1, µ = 1.5. The

calculated STDP curves for different Ecwx are presented in Figure 9. As can be seen that, when Ecwx

is set at the PS point, i.e., Ecwx = 0.45, the potentiation and depression windows are separated by

∆ω = 0, which is similar to the biological counterpart [35, 36]. For Ecwx = 0.3, the STDP curve moves

to higher values. The potentiation and depression windows are separated by ∆ω = 1. While for the case

of Ecwx = 0.6, the STDP curve moves to lower values. The potentiation and depression windows are

separated by ∆ω = −0.4. That is to say, the choice of PS point, which leads to similar maximum spike

amplitudes in two polarization modes, is critical for achieving the real-time optical STDP.

To explain the STDP properties for different Ecwx, the temporal response outputs are further provided

in Figure 10. The input stimuli pulses are also displayed in Figure 10(a). For clarity, we consider that
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Figure 10 (Color online) (a) Stimuli pulses and responded spikes outputs for (b) Ecwx = 0.3, (c) Ecwx = 0.45, and

(d) Ecwx = 0.6, with ∆finjyx = 5 GHz, ∆fx = −5 GHz.

the input stimuli pulses are a train of pre- and post-synaptic spike pairs with seven typical ∆t. For

Ecwx = 0.3, we can observe that the maximum of Ixm for the seven different ∆t is smaller than the

maximum of Iym. According to (5), a larger Iym leads to a larger value of ∆ω. For Ecwx = 0.45, the

maximum of Ixm for the seven different ∆t is close to the maximum of Iym. For Ecwx = 0.6, the maximum

of Ixm is larger than the maximum of Iym, which is responsible for the lower values of STDP curve.

Note that, in a possible experiment, the polarization states of the Ecwx, Einjx, and Einjy should be

carefully controlled to ensure the normal polarization switching and reverse polarization switching, which

is critical to the generation of spiking dynamics in two polarization modes. Besides, the precise control
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of the strength of Ecwx is another key factor for the achievement of real-time STDP.

The proposed real-time STDP circuit is a promising candidate for synapse-like element in constructing

an all-optical hardware spiking neural network, and has potential applications in ultrafast brain-like

computing fields. It exhibits several advantages compared with the preceding photonic STDP circuits.

First, it inherits the advantages of low power consumption of VCSEL. Second, the photonic STDP circuit

based on VCSEL can be easily integrated with the photonic spiking neurons based on VCSEL, and thus

enables constructing a fully-VCSELs-based photonic spiking neural network. Third, it allows calculating

photonic STDP curve in real time, which is helpful for designing an on-line learning algorithm.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed and numerically demonstrated a real-time optical STDP circuit by using

a single VCSEL that is subjected to OPCWOI and DPPOI. Owing to the polarization switching and

injection locking effect, the real-time optical STDP can be realized in a single VCSEL by simultaneously

using the spiking dynamics in two polarization modes. Besides, the defined PS point, corresponding to

the strength of OPCWOI that leads to similar maximum spike amplitudes in two polarization modes, is

critical for the real-time optical STDP. Additionally, the optical STDP curve could be slightly controlled

by adjusting the bias current, the strength of OPCWOI and DPPOI. The STDP curve can still be

achieved even with different frequency detuning, which is important for a practical application. The

real-time optical STDP based on a single VCSEL is numerically realized for the first time, which could

be easily integrated with the VCSELs-based photonic spiking neurons, and hence can potentially enable

energy-efficient implementation of fully VCSELs-based photonic neuromorphic computing system.
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